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Abstract:
Much as advances in CPU power enabled an explosion of creative virtual audio instruments over the previous
decades, recent improvements in GPU technology have enabled a new class of visual instruments that
incorporate sophisticated real-time 3D rendering techniques previously unimaginable. Such instruments benefit
from decades of development in human-computer interaction, along with readily available low-cost input
hardware (i.e. Microsoft's Kinect, Apple's iPad, MIDI devices) that greatly expand creative possibilities in
performance. In addition, real-time signal analysis techniques offer striking insights into natural or
technological phenomena that can be incorporated via visualization to create truly multi-disciplinary
instruments.
It appears, therefore, that we are at the dawn of a new era of visual tools that can both create new aesthetic
experiences and communicate with us at an intuitive level about our world. In the context of improvisation
such visual instruments are challenged to articulate a language that is relevant to both a technical and artistic
discourse. Building on a two decades of collaborative media projects, Jesse Gilbert presents SpectralGL, and
discusses its development through the lens of an ongoing dialogue between the arts and sciences.
Description of Gilbert’s original software, SpectralGL: http://jessegilbert.net/code/spectralgl/
SpectralGL is a visual instrument that employs an interactive software system to generate real-time 3D
animation in response to live or recorded sound. Employing a number of computational analytical tools,
including Fourier analysis and oscilloscope-style waveform deformation, SpectralGL reveals the deep structure
of sound in a visual language that is both intuitively and aesthetically linked to our emotional experience of
music. SpectralGL’s interface gives the performer the means to generate highly dynamic 3D scenes that place
the observer in a visual relationship that both enhances and reflects on the process of listening. In addition,
SpectralGL's ability to overlay digital media onto its 3D surface expands upon traditional notions of
presentation of the moving image, and of the relationship between sound and image.
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